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Abstract. We report here a theoretical study on the effect of electrostatic interactions on the formation
of dynamical, proton-conducting hydrogen-bonded networks in the protein HCA II. The conformational
fluctuations of His-64 is found to contribute crucially to the mechanism of such path formation irrespective
of the way electrostatic interactions are modelled.
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Introduction

Electrostatic interactions are known to play a crucial
role in protein structure and function as evident from
a large number of studies, for example, in enzymatic
catalysis,1,2 proton transfer,3,4 electron transfer,5,6 ion
channels7,8 and ligand binding.9,10 Therefore, quantitative estimations of the electrostatic energies and
forces are at the heart of any theoretical modelling
of proteins. In this article, we shall investigate the
extent to which electrostatic interactions may affect
simple charge transfer processes such as proton
transfer that take place at or near the active site of a
protein during an enzyme catalyzed process. Proton
transfer in a protein is widely believed to take place
through dynamical hydrogen-bonded networks that
are formed by the fluctuating protein matrix including
internal water molecules. The formation of these networks (or proton paths) may extend over several
decades of time and govern the rate of overall transfer of the proton through a series of donors and acceptors forming the network. We shall focus here on
understanding to what extent electrostatics may influence the formation of such proton transfer pathways.
In an interacting system comprised of several charged
species, the total electrostatic energy is usually derived
as the sum of all pair-wise Coulomb interactions. However, in the modelling of large biomolecules, the
application of these simple principles becomes chal*For correspondence

lenging, mostly because of the size of the system
(i.e. the square of the number of charges involved).
Such studies are further complicated by the need to
treat accurately the solvent and the surrounding ions,
whose contributions to the biomolecular electrostatic
energy are crucial. The study of electrostatic potentials in macromolecules to produce quantitative predictions has progressed significantly in recent years
by the use of explicit and implicit solvent models.
Efficient explicit solvent models employ advanced
methods such as Ewald summation11 and reaction field
theory,12,13 periodic images14 and Euler summations15.
Implicit solvent models, on the other hand, remain
divided into those that solve the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation numerically16,17 and those based on the
generalized Born formalism.18
Both explicit and implicit solvent models in
combination with advanced simulation techniques
such as empirical valence bond (MS–EVB) methods
have been used to study proton transfer processes in
proteins. For example, electrostatic effects were
found to be crucial in the molecular mechanism for
proton conduction in the D-pathway of cytochrome c
oxidase as obtained from a multi-state empirical valence bond (MS–EVB) model.19 The results of EVB
simulations1,20 for a proton transfer reaction in human
carbonic anhydrase III led to the recent proposal that
the key factor that controls proton transfer reactions
in proteins is the change in electrostatic part of solvation free energy of the transferred charge, rather
than the formation of the path of a Grotthuss-like
relay. Interestingly, theoretical studies of proton
transfer reactions in bacterial reaction centers (RC)
545
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actions in bacterial reaction centers (RC) and cytochrome c oxidase6,21–23 have implicitly recognized
the importance of electrostatic effects by focusing on
the pKa values of ionizable groups and/or internal water
molecules.5
In this article, we focus on the enzyme human
carbonic anhydrase II (HCA II), which catalyses the
reversible hydration of carbon dioxide to produce
bicarbonate. This is one of the fastest enzymes24 with
a turnover rate of about 106 s–1 at 25°С. From the
known crystallographic structure of wild type HCA
II25, a catalytic zinc ion is found to be positioned at
the bottom of the conical active site. This zinc ion is
chelated by three histidine residues (His-94, 96 and
119) and one water molecule (or a hydroxide ion)
with a close to tetrahedral co-ordination geometry25.
The water molecule is generally referred to as the
‘zinc water’ and its pKa is found to be around 7. It has
been suggested that an intramolecular proton transfer
between the ‘zinc-water’ and His-64, mediated by a
chain of water molecules, constitutes the rate determining step. But at low buffer concentration, a rate
limiting contribution24–26 comes from an intermolecular exchange of proton(s) between His-64 and
bulk solvent or buffer when His-64 has its sidechain
pointing away from the active site.27
A close inspection of the structure of HCA-II
shows that His-64 is located near the turn region of a
small loop constituted approximately by the residues
62–65. This has been highlighted in figure 1. However, the crystallographic studies fail to reveal any

Figure 1. The location of His-64 outward conformer on
a loop extending between residues 62 to 65 as observed
from the crystallographic structure of HCA II (pdb id:
2CBA).25 The active site cavity is also highlighted by
showing the Zn2+ and a few other crystallographic water
molecules.

continuous networked path from the protein surface
leading to the zinc water. Therefore, based on the pHdependent studies on HCA-II structures,28 the conformational fluctuation of His-64 sidechain has been
suggested as a possible mechanism of proton transfer in and out of the active site cavity. Although the
overall HCA II structure does not exhibit any major
variation within the pH range 5⋅7–8⋅5, the imidazole
side chain of His-64 has been isolated in two different conformations depending on the pH. As the pH
is decreased from 8⋅5 to 5⋅7, His-64 sidechain is
predominantly oriented away from the active site in
an outward conformation that is expected on the basis
of repulsion between the Zn2+ ion and the imidazolium ion at the active site28. At high pH, on the
other hand, His-64 prefers an inward conformation.
In the pH range between 6⋅0–7⋅8, both the conformations are observed in approximately the same
proportion independent of pH.25 The equilibrium ratio
of these two conformations and its importance in the
proton transfer mechanism has recently been studied
both experimentally as well as in simulation studies.29 NMR studies have been used to indicate a possible involvement of tautomeric forms of the two Natoms on the imidazole ring of His-64. In this context, it has been proposed that the inward conformation participates in the uptake of proton from the
active site hydrogen-bonded network while the outward conformer releases it to the solvent.30 Mutation
of His-64 by non-proton conducting residue Ala is
found to lower the rate of hydration by 20 times in
the absence of an appropriate buffer.31 Therefore, it
is important to quantify the energetics of such conformational fluctuations along the proton transfer
path to understand if dynamical fluctuations of His64 can indeed complete the proton conduction path.
Few other active site residues, for example, Tyr-7,
Asn-62 and Asn-67 are also known to play an important role in facilitating proton transfer in HCA II.32
Coupling of the conformation space dynamics of
enzymes to their catalytic activities is currently
emerging as a new focus of computational research
in biology.33 However, most of the existing theoretical
studies in HCA II have been directed towards quantum mechanical modelling of proton translocation
along a pre-existing hydrogen-bonded network with
His-64 remaining in its inward conformation as a
part of it at the active site.34–39 The dynamical involvement of His-64 (as also of the protein matrix in
general) extending beyond a few nanoseconds is
mostly unexplored. The need to connect the kinetic
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results to different configurations of His-64 sidechain
has also been noted in the case of the mutant Lys64-His of carbonic anhydrase III.21 However, classical
molecular dynamics or QM–MM simulations of
HCA II fail to detect any mechanistically relevant
sidechain rotation of His-64 (protonated or unprotonated) within a few nanoseconds from its outward
conformation.40,41
We have recently carried out a detailed theoretical
investigation to identify dynamic hydrogen-bonded
connectivities between mobile segments of proteins
starting from a known, high-resolution structure.42
Using a Monte Carlo based search of the conformational space of the protein, it is found that the optimal or minimum energy requiring transition from
the crystallographic outward to an inward conformer of
His-64 requires a coupled reorganization of neighbouring segments such as the sidechain of Asn-62 and internal water molecules near the mouth of the active
site cavity.41 The aim of the present study is to look
into the generality of this proposed mechanism with
emphasis on the possible effects of electrostatic interactions along the detected path. For this purpose,
we have studied the energetics of His-64 conformational fluctuations both in the absence and in the
presence of electrostatic interactions. The latter is
modelled by explicit solvent model as well as by the
numerical solution of Poisson–Boltzmann equation.
Our results suggest the same mechanism of His-64
fluctuation from both the approaches.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In §2,
we outline the theoretical method used. In §3, the
results of our calculations are discussed. Section 4
concludes with a brief description of future directions.
2.

Theoretical method

We present here a generalized theoretical method to
obtain the optimal path between any two conformers
of His-64 sidechain coupled to the relaxation of the
surrounding protein matrix. The details of this method
and the parameters used, developed originally to detect dynamical proton transfer paths are available
elsewhere.41–43
The starting point of our analysis is a high-resolution structure of the protein, often obtained from
the crystallographic or NMR studies. We have carried out a refinement of the static crystallographic
structure whereby hydrogen atoms and charges are
assigned to heavy atoms with the utility PDB2PQR44

that uses the parameters of CHARMM force field45
and Monte Carlo optimization for maximum water–
water and water–protein hydrogen bonding along
with additional optimizations for local energetics
and model pKa values.44 We have included an excess
proton on the sidechain of His-64 from CHARMM
force field.45
The next step is to generate an ensemble of protein conformations by an extensive sampling of
backbone and sidechain fluctuations of several amino
acid residues. To ensure computational efficiency,
only those residues are included in our analysis experimentally known to be important in the enzyme
function or that are indicated by earlier theoretical
studies. In the present work, the ensemble of protein
conformations is generated by the sampling reorientation of polar sidechain atoms coupled to (i)
changes in hydration of the protein interior and (ii)
implicit backbone relaxation of all other residues of
the protein.
The implicit backbone relaxation is modelled by
assuming a softness of the protein backbone as described below.
The energy, Eα of the α-th conformer is then estimated as Eα = ∑i>ju(rij) by summing over all the pair
interactions u(rij) between atoms i and j. u(rij) is assumed to be a sum of modified soft sphere potential42 and electrostatic interactions between the
charged species {qi}and is expressed as follows.42

⎛ Ri + R j − 2δ
u (rij ) = k BT ⎜
⎜
rij
⎝

12

⎞
qi q j
⎟⎟ +
ε 0 rij
⎠

(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. Ri represents the van der Waals
radius of the i-th atom. Since backbone relaxations
are assumed to soften the non-bonded steric interactions, Ri is reduced by an amount δ = 0⋅2 to model the
effect of implicit backbone relaxation on the interaction energy42. While calculating Eα, a cut-off distance of 12 Å was used to estimate the modified soft
sphere interactions. On the other hand, contributions
coming from the electrostatic interactions have been
studied by including all atoms of the protein and by
varying the dielectric constant, ε0 between 2 and 20 with
the lower values of εr corresponding to a more flexible environment1,46,47. In the rest of the calculation,
we have used ΔEα = Eα – E1 to represent the energy
of the α-th conformer relative to the initial crystallographic structure (α = 1).
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In the final step, we carry out an extensive,
Monte–Carlo based sampling of the conformational
space to detect an optimal path between a chosen
pair of conformers. For this purpose, the conformational space of n rotating residues with mi dihedral
angles each (backbone or sidechain) (i = 1, ...., n) may
be represented as vertices on an M (= ∑i =1,n mi ) dimensional energy matrix defined over a periodic
grid in each dimension. We next employ Dijkstra’s
algorithm48,49 to find the optimal path. In this method,
we assume Monte–Carlo like transitions allowed
only between adjacent vertices on the periodic energy grid and obtain the transition rate (p) along a
path of mutually adjacent vertices as follows42,48
p (i0 → i1 → ... → in ) = ΠαN=−01 p(iα → i α =1 ) ≡ e − S
(2)
where the ‘action’ S is the sum of the energy increases of all uphill steps. The path for which S is
minimum (or equivalently, sum of uphill energy increments is smallest) is said to be the ‘optimal path’
between any two structures in the sampled conformational space. Using this best path analysis, one can
subsequently identify a ‘transition state’ and an ‘activation energy’ required for the passage of the system
from its initial resting structure to a chosen conformation of the protein.
3.

Results

All the results presented in this section have been
derived from optimal path analyses based on the following:
(i) We adopt as the starting point the crystallographic
structure (PDB code: 2CBA)25 with His-64 is
present in its outward conformation and Asn-62
oriented suitably to minimize unfavourable steric
interactions. As mentioned earlier, it has already
been shown42 that the inward rotation of His-64
sidechain cannot be observed unless its neighbouring residue Asn-62 moves out of the path.
(ii) Unless otherwise specified, (1) is used to model Eα.
(iii) A suitable model for the location of water
molecules inside the protein has been adopted.
(iv) We have studied the rotation of both unprotonated and protonated sidechain of His-64
depending on the model being investigated. In
the latter case, the His-64 sidechain has been
assigned an excess proton on one of its N-atoms
in the imidazolium ring.

3.1 Conformational fluctuation of His-64 in the
absence of water-332
3.1a In the absence of electrostatic interactions:
We start our analysis by studying the rotation of unprotonated sidechain of His-64, with the crystallographic water sites as a primary model of internal
hydration of the protein. In addition, we have neglected the contribution of electrostatic interactions
to calculate ΔEα using (1). It is found that sampling
of His-64 sidechain conformers is impossible unless
water-332 is displaced. The distance between NE2
of His-64 and O of water-332 is 1⋅5 Å only, which is
substantially lower than the van der Waals distance
between these two atoms. This incompatible placement of water-332 has already been pointed out25.
Therefore, in the simplest model, we exclude water332, retain all other water molecules in their respective crystallographic positions and carry out a search for
new connectivities in the conformational space of
His-64 sidechain.
On rotation, the sidechain of His-64 becomes a
part of the hydrogen-bonded cluster at the active site
region. Here, the most probable dynamical connection may be established between His-64 and waters
292 and 369 of the active site cluster. Similar to earlier observations,35 no direct connection between
His-64 and zinc water is possible.
Let us next define χ1 and χ2 as the dihedral angles
N–Cα–Cβ–Cγ and Cα–Cβ–Cγ–Nδ1, respectively. Starting from the crystallographic conformation with
χ1 = –38⋅4° and χ2 = 97⋅72°, we have chosen the following different rotated conformations of His-64
sidechain as probable end structures in our optimal
path analysis:
(1) ES-1: χ1 = 41⋅6° and χ2 = 77⋅72° where ND1 of
His-64 gets connected to water – 292,
(2) ES-2: χ1 = 36⋅6° and χ2 = 72⋅72° where ND1 of
His-64 gets connected to water – 369,
(3) ES-3: χ1 = 56⋅6° and χ2 = –67⋅28° where NE2
of His-64 gets connected to water – 292,
(4) ES-4: χ1 = 36.6° and χ2 = –97⋅28° where NE2
of His-64 gets connected to water – 369.
The results of our optimal path analysis leading to
these end structures are presented in figure 2. It is
found that paths leading up to ES-1 and ES-2 are
nearly identical with ES-2 being marginally more
stable. Connections through ND1 appear to encounter much less steric activation barrier (about 2 kBT).
The additional barrier that arises in the case of NE2
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may be attributed to the unfavourable clashes of
His-64 sidechain with its own backbone and that of
Ala-65. In connecting His-64 to ES-1 or ES-3, the
shortest path leading to water-263 appears to involve
at least two water molecules (water – 292 and water318). On the other hand, three water molecules (water292, 318, 369) mediate the shortest hydrogen-bonded
path between ES-2/ES-4 and water – 263.
As indicated by the crystal structure under consideration (PDB id: 2CBA),25 ND1 or NE2 atoms of
His-64 sidechain (in its outward conformation) are
not exposed to the solvent.50,51 Therefore, according
to the model presented above, the ‘out’ conformer of
His-64 may accept the proton from one of the solvent exposed, polar amino acid sidechains or water
molecule hydrogen bonded to it. It may subsequently rotate inward and deliver the proton to the
active site. In view of this, it may also be of importance to know if His-64 may accept the proton directly from the solvent. Within the above model, it
is found to do so during its inward rotation. A typical
sampling of the rotamers generated during this inward rotation yields only about 0⋅33% conformers
having NE2 atom exposed to the solvent with βΔE
in the range 5–10. Note that formation of these
structures from the crystallographic one requires the
His-64 sidechain to brush past its own backbone
with additional hindrance coming from the backbone
of Asn-62 and so they are not accessed along the

Figure 2. The optimal paths connecting outward conformation of His-64 to water-292 and 369. ES-1, 2, 3, 4
are four possible end structures having connectivity between His-64 and water-292 (or 369). The inset shows
paths starting from His-64 conformations having dihedral
angles χ1 = 21⋅6°, χ2 = 57⋅72° (+) and χ1 = 26⋅6°,
χ2 = 47⋅72° (solid line). Both the paths terminate when
ND1 of His-64 is connected to water-369.
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optimal paths.41 We next explore two such solvent
exposed conformations of His-64 having relatively
high energy as alternative starting structures. The
terminal point of the path is chosen to be one having
a network connection between ND1 of His-64 and
water – 369. Our best path analysis predicts delivery
of the proton by His-64 to the active site without any
steric hindrance as shown as inset of figure 2. Investigation of the intermediate conformers sampled
along these paths shows them to be different from
the ones involved in the paths leading up to ES-2/4
although some segments do lie in close proximity in
the conformational space. The possibility of formation of such high-energy conformers has been recently pointed out by Fisher et al52 as part of a significant unfavourable pre-equilibrium that precedes a
very rapid proton transfer in carbonic anhydrase.
3.1b In the presence of electrostatic interactions:
We have also investigated in detail if inclusion of
electrostatic effects would alter the pathways determined above. For this purpose, we have assigned
charges on each atom by PDB2PQR44 using the parameters of CHARMM force field45. ΔEα is then calculated by including both electrostatic and modified
soft sphere interactions (as in (1)). Since the exact
number of water molecules present at or near the ac-

Figure 3. Contribution of steric and electrostatic interactions to the optimal path while His-64 rotates and connects to active site water molecules water-292 and water369. The path shown using squares represents connection
to ES-1 and that in solid line represents connection to ES4. The electrostatic interactions have been estimated using a dielectric constant, ε0 = 20. For the sake of comparison, we have also shown the corresponding paths
(triangles for ES-1 and solid circles for ES-4) with steric
interactions only from figure 2. The other parameters remain the same as in figure 2.
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tive site at the timescale relevant to the reaction is
unknown, we have carried out a comparative analysis of the predicted paths by varying the dielectric
constant, ε0 between 2 and 20.1 Once again, we investigate the situation where water-332 is excluded
and the unprotonated sidechain of His-64 rotates from
its outward conformation to connect to water-292.
The result is shown in figure 3 where it is found that the
path remains unchanged except for an increase in the
activation barrier in each case. The latter is expected
on the basis of greater electrostatic interactions at
close proximity where the barrier due to steric hindrance arises. It is important to note that no path is
detected that follows a mechanism driven by electrostatic interactions only. The relative importance
of such interactions substantially decreases when the
dielectric constant becomes 20 or larger. In reality,
due to dynamical solvent access to the active site cavity, the local dielectric environment of the fluctuating His-64 sidechain may not exhibit an effective
dielectric constant as low as 2.

the activation barrier depends on the dielectric constant used.

3.2 Coupling of His-64 fluctuation to the
re-organization of neighbouring water molecules in
the presence of electrostatic interactions

Figure 4. The combined electrostatic and steric effect
on the optimal paths between protonated His-64 sidechain
and water-292 starting from crystallographic structure
2CBA [4] with disordered water molecules 286, 312 and
332. We have used ε0 = 2, 8, 20 to calculate energies for
the paths shown with solid circles, square and solid line,
respectively. The path with solid line shows the steric interactions only. The other parameters remain the same as
in figure 2.

We have already discussed in detail41 how the internal hydration structure may be re-organized near the
path of inward rotation of His-64 sidechain. We next
use the remodelled locations of waters – 286, 393
and 332, derived from the potential-of-mean-force
method53 to mimic possible long time disordering of
water molecules near the fluctuating His-64 sidechain.41
We have used the same starting structure as above
with an excess proton present on the His-64 sidechain.
Our optimal path analysis is then expected to elucidate the effect of water re-organization as well as that
of electrostatic interactions on the rotation of His-64
sidechain as it carries an excess proton into the active site.
We find that the active site network connectivity
remains the same as that in the crystal structure even
if we include the above re-organization of water sites.
On rotation, both ND1 and NE2 of His-64 get connected to water – 292 along energetically downhill
paths as shown in figure 4. The end structure of the path
in each case shown corresponds to χ1 = 42⋅4° and
χ2 = 77⋅72°. Importantly, the intermediate conformers visited along the optimal path during the transition remains the same both in the absence and in the
presence of electrostatic interactions. As expected,

Figure 5. The upper figure shows the distribution of χ1
and χ2 of His-64 in the path starting from the initial structure to the structure where NE2 of protonated His-64
sidechain is connected with water-369. The energies are
calculated using apbs and the method used in this article.
The figure in the lower left show the minimum energy
path where the energies are taken from APBS and the
lower right one shows the minimum energy path derived
using the potentials that are used in this article.
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3.3 Comparison to the mechanism predicted
using Poisson–Boltzmann equation
In order to examine the dependence of the mechanism proposed on the model of electrostatic interactions used so far in our studies, we have also carried
out the optimal path analyses where Eα is calculated
from the numerical solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation for each rotated structure α. Here also, we
have used an excess proton on the sidechain of His64 and the same starting structure as above is employed.
To reduce the computational cost the conformations of His-64 are sampled at increments of 20° for
each dihedral angle. As before, we start by assigning
the charges on each atom by using PDB2PQR44 with
the parameters of CHARMM force field.45 We next
get the solvation energy for each rotated structure using
APBS (Adaptive Poisson–Boltzmann Solver).54 Finally, the optimal path analysis is carried out in the
space of these computed energies of solvation.
In figure 5, we have presented a typical path thus
obtained where His-64 established connection with
water – 369 from its initial structure and compared it
with the path obtained using explicit water molecules (as discussed earlier) under identical conditions
with ε0 = 20. The details of the two paths, summarized in terms of the dihedral angles in both the cases
are found to be remarkably similar. This observation
clearly indicates that the proposed mechanism does
not appear to depend on the details of modelling of
electrostatic interactions. However, as expected, the
energy barriers encountered along the paths are
quite different and this may need further analysis.
4.

Conclusions

Let us summarize our main conclusions. The conformational fluctuation of His-64 sidechain appears
to be viable mechanistic option for the shuttling of
protons in and out of the active site cavity. Electrostatic interactions are found to affect the approximate energy barriers estimated along the optimal
paths of fluctuation. However, no path was detected
that is promoted by the electrostatics alone. In HCA
II, the rotation of His-64 sidechain from an outward
conformation towards the active site requires it to
pass through a channel-like cavity bordered on both
sides by residues such as Asn-62 and Trp-5.41 No
significant energy barrier, arising from charge–
charge interactions, is observed during this passage.
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Our conclusions are supplemented by a comparison
with the results derived from a numerical solution of
the Poisson–Boltzmann equation.
However, the main limitation of the present study
turns out to be the marked difference between the
energies of activation predicted using the two different
models. Although this is not unexpected, it clearly
shows that a more accurate modelling of the electrostatic interactions is indeed required for a quantitative prediction of the energies of activation and the
rate of transition. The latter may eventually be used
to probe the molecular mechanism of this enzyme
action. The optimal paths, detected in the present study,
can then serve as a starting point for the construction
of a more accurate reaction coordinate for this complex charge transfer process.
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